
Meeting: Traffic Management Meeting

Date: 3 November 2016

Subject: Various Roads in Central Bedfordshire – Consider
Objections to Proposed Area-wide Weight Limits

Report of: Paul Mason, Assistant Director Highways

Summary: This report seeks the approval of the Executive Member for
Community Services for the implementation of weight limits in
Central Bedfordshire

RECOMMENDATION(S):-

1. That the proposed Area-wide Weight Limits in Zones 1 and 3 be implemented
as published with the exception that a suitable exemption is included to
allow commercial vehicles over 7.5 tonnes to enter the restricted areas when
using the agreed symbol signed diversion routes during times of strategic
road network closures.

2. That consideration be given to amending the Zone 2 proposals to modify the
restrictions in Poynters Road as set out in the report.

Contact Officer: Gary Baldwin
gary.baldwin@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk

Public/Exempt: Public

Wards Affected: Aspley & Woburn, Caddington, Dunstable Central, Dunstable
Icknield, Dunstable Manshead, Dunstable Northfields, Dunstable
Watling, Eaton Bray, Flitwick, Heath & Reach, Houghton Hall,
Parkside, Tithe Farm, Toddington and Westoning, Flitton &
Greenfield

Function of: Council

CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS

Council Priorities:

The proposal will improve road safety, traffic management and the amenity in the
affected roads.

Financial:

The works are being funded by a combination of the Local Transport Plan and CBC
Capital Programme.



Legal:

None from this report

Risk Management:

None from this report

Staffing (including Trades Unions):

None from this report

Equalities/Human Rights:

None from this report

Community Safety:

None from this report

Sustainability:

None from this report

Budget and Delivery:

Estimated cost: £500,000 for all
associated works, including road
reclassification and area wide weight
limits. Value engineering has not yet been
carried out.

Budget: £100,000 for implementation of
the critical priority zones of the area wide
weight limits only.

Expected delivery: Spring 2017

Background and Information

1. The A5-M1 and Woodside link roads are due to open in Spring 2017. These major
infrastructure projects will provide good quality routes for all traffic and, in
particular, heavy commercial vehicles. It is expected that these new roads will
significantly reduce the number of goods vehicles travelling through Dunstable
and Houghton Regis.These new routes provide an opportunity for the Council to
better manage the routes used by heavy commercial vehicles that need to enter
the town to access industrial areas and other destinations. As a consequence of
the opening of the new roads, several existing routes will be re-classified,
including the A5 to A5183, A5120 to B5120 and A4146 to B440 to reflect the
reduced importance of them as through routes.



2. As a result the Council is proposing to introduce a number of 7.5 tonnes HGV
weight restrictions. One of the key principles is to restrict to use of the existing A5,
so that lorry drivers are unable to use it as a through-route. In addition, all
vehicles wishing to access the Woodside Estate would be encouraged to make
full use of the new link road and direct access to the M1 at the new junction 11A.
The weight limits also cover significant rural areas to prevent extraneous lorry
traffic using unsuitable routes through villages.

3. The proposed weight restrictions broadly cover 3 zones:-

 Zone 1 – The area to the north of Dunstable and Houghton Regis
extending northwards to the A507.

 Zone 2 – The built-up area of Dunstable and Houghton Regis.

 Zone 3 – Mainly villages and rural areas to the south of the Luton/
Dunstable urban area.

4. The proposed restrictions would include exemptions to allow heavy goods
vehicles over 7.5 tonnes to enter the restricted zone for access and delivery
requirements. There will also be exemptions for emergency vehicles and for
certain other building and maintenance purposes. The restriction would only
prohibit commercial goods vehicles over 7.5 tonnes, so other vehicles over this
weight, such as buses, would not be affected.

5. The proposals at all locations were formally advertised by public notice in July
2016. Consultations were carried out with the emergency services and other
statutory bodies, all relevant Town and Parish Councils and the Ward Members.

Objections and Officer Responses

6. A number of objections and other written representations were received in
response to the proposed weight limits. These have been split into 4 groups:-

 Highways England objection

 Luton Borough Council objection

 A4146 Billington area representations

 Other objections and representations

7. Highways England objection

Correspondence is included in Appendix G. The main point is that the proposed
Orders do not contain an exemption for the routes to be used as diversion routes
for closures on the strategic route network. Highways England says that the
Council has agreed the diversion routes, but the weight restriction Order would
prohibit commercial vehicles over 7.5 tonnes using them. They have asked for a
suitable exemption to be included in the Orders to allow the restricted roads to be
used by such vehicles when using them as diversion routes for strategic road
network closures.



8. Officer response:-

It is recommended that the Orders be modified to include an exemption to allow
commercial vehicles to enter the restricted zones for this purpose. This removes
Highways England’s objection.

9. Luton Borough Council objection

Correspondence is included in Appendix H. The main points are:-

a) The restrictions will have a negative impact on roads within Luton.

b) There is no exemption to permit HGVs to use the roads in the event of
strategic road network closures.

c) At times of heavy traffic conditions on the M1 or A5-M1 link road, lorries
unable to use roads in Dunstable and Houghton Regis are likely to divert on
to Luton’s roads

d) The proposed restriction on Poynters Road will mean that HGV drivers
travelling along Leagrave High Street will have to turn around or will ignore
the restriction.

e) The restriction will result in more heavy traffic using Lewsey Road.

10. Officer response:-

a) It is assumed that Woodside link and A5-M1 link will bring about an overall
reduction in the number of vehicles on Luton’s roads, although it is difficult to
make an accurate prediction at this stage. Hence, it is questionable whether
there will be a net increase in goods vehicles using Luton’s roads if the HGV
restriction goes ahead. In the event that there is a marginal increase, this is
unlikely to have a significant effect on air quality, collision numbers and road
condition.

b) The draft Orders can be amended to allow for this.

c) It is accepted that traffic will seek alternative routes at times of heavy
congestion, but it is questionable whether the proposed restriction will itself
add significantly to that number.

d) It is accepted that it is less than ideal for drivers of larger goods vehicles to
find themselves at a dead end as would be the case at Poynters Road/
Leagrave High Street with our published proposal. However, our original
proposal to include Leagrave High Street would have avoided that, but we
appreciate that it would have resulted in Lewsey Road being the obvious
alternative route, which is unacceptable to your Council. If the published
scheme goes ahead Central Bedfordshire Council would seek agreement
from Luton Borough Council to install advance signing.

e) It is possible that Lewsey Road may see a slight increase in goods vehicles
over 7.5 tonnes, but the traffic data provided By Luton Borough Council
indicate that current numbers using it are very low. It is anticipated that a
reasonable proportion of heavy traffic in Lewsey Road is servicing the
hospital, so would be largely unaffected by any weight restrictions.



11. Luton Borough Council’s alternative proposal

Further discussions have taken place with Luton Borough Council to seek to
resolve their objection. Luton Borough Council remains concerned about the
impact of our restrictions on their roads, particularly Lewsey Road, and issues
with turning HGVs that might occur at Leagrave High Street/ Poynters Road. They
have put forward an alternative suggestion that has some merit.

This alternative idea would mean that instead of the whole of Poynters Road
having a 7.5 tonnes weight limit imposed, only that stretch from Porz Avenue to
Leagrave High Street would be restricted. In addition there would be a 7.5 tonnes
point ban that would prohibit lorries entering Poynters Road from A505 Dunstable/
Luton Road.

This has the advantage of spreading any HGV traffic across two roads, i.e.
Lewsey Road and the southern section of Poynters Road, and would provide an
“escape route” for lorry drivers finding themselves at Poynters Road.
Consequently, officers consider that the Luton Borough Council would work and is
likely to have very similar effects to the original proposal in terms of future lorry
movements on Poynters Road. The change would not have any cost implications.
Drawings showing the alternative signing layouts are shown in Appendix G.

12. A4146 Billington Area Representations

At total of 31 representations from Parish Council and member of the public have
been received. Correspondence is included in Appendix I. The main point raised
by all is that the Council’s proposals will mean that relatively few routes will be
available to HGVs, namely the A4146, B488 and B489. These routes pass
through a number of communities are not suitable to accommodate the lorries that
will be forced onto these roads. Additional restrictions are needed to protect
communities on those alternative routes.

13. Officer response:-

Officers and Members of Central Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire County Council and
Buckinghamshire County Council have been working closely together on cross-
boundary issues to manage lorry movements.

This Council’s proposals do not include a weight limit on the A4146 at Billington.
However, the road will be reclassified to B440 and directional signage will reflect
that. Hertfordshire County Council has consulted on a scheme to introduce a 7.5
tonnes linear length weight limit at Water End to the north of Hemel Hempstead. If
this restriction goes ahead significant advance signage and alternative route signs
will be installed to forewarn lorry drivers of the restriction. Officers are confident
that these two measures will significantly reduce the number of HGVs using the
current A4146 through Billington and other villages.

The B488 and B489 are both located in Buckinghamshire. The County Council is
conscious that proposed restrictions in Central Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
might result in lorry traffic using those routes. However, it is difficult to predict the
outcome, so they have effectively adopted a wait and see approach.



14. Other objections and representations

These are included in Appendix J. A summary of the points raised is as follows:-

a) A resident of Flitwick objects on the ground that the proposals will have a
negative impact on Steppingley Road, Flitwick, which is a residential road
serving schools, a leisure centre and other venues. The stated reasons of
improving road safety and improving the environment have not been
substantiated. Steppingley Road is no different from roads that will be
restricted, so the proposed restriction should be modified to protect it. Ideally
no further restrictions should be introduced in the area until the planned M1-
A6 link has been built. The objector also considers that misleading
statements were made about the area covered by the zone 1 restriction and
in Council publications, meaning that the Council is open to legal challenge.

b) A resident of A505 Luton Road is concerned about the reduction in air quality
in that area. There are concerns that unrestricted residential streets, such as
Jeans Way, could be used by lorries at times of heavy traffic.

c) The use of sat nav and costs will mean that the restrictions are unlikely to be
successful.

d) The zone 1 restriction should be extended to cover the former A421 in
Brogborough and Marston.

e) Heath and Reach should be similarly restricted to manage lorry traffic through
the village.

f) It is requested that the signage for the existing weight restriction in
Stanbridge be reviewed as these are currently considered inadequate.

15. Officer response:-

a) The A5120 Ampthill Road and High Street route through Flitwick already
carries high volumes of traffic. The two roundabouts near the railway bridge
and on-street parking physically restrict the passage of larger vehicles. These
roads are also residential and cater for high pedestrian movements,
particularly at school times. Steppingley Road has historically been used as
an alternative route during times when the M1 has been closed, although it is
accepted that it has become more residential in recent years. The proposed
restrictions are unlikely to result in more heavy traffic using Steppingley Road
because obvious alternatives, such as the A5120 through Flitwick are not
being restricted. In reality it is likely that HGV movements will be spread
across the two routes. The public notice did include a statement describing
the broad area covered by the proposed zone 1 restriction, which might have
been misinterpreted. However, the detail and drawings clearly show that
Steppingley Road is not included in the proposed restricted zone.



b) An earlier proposal for weight limits in the area was met with opposition from
residents of Luton Road. However, it is felt that the completion of the A5-M1
and Woodside link roads will mean that heavy traffic in Luton Road will be
reduced. It is unlikely that side roads will be used in preference to Luton
Road, particularly since the proposal is not expect to increase lorry traffic in
Luton Road.

c) Sat nav systems do present a challenge, but this is difficult for the Council to
address. Any restrictions introduced will be properly signposted.

d) The former A421 is beyond the scope of the current restrictions, which do not
extend north of the A507 and M1 junction 13.

e) Heath and Reach is outside of the range of the current proposals which do
not extend into the general Leighton-Linslade area. Any proposals for this
area would have to be looked at as a separate exercise.

f) Some improvements to the signage of this restriction have already been
implemented. The signs that would be installed for the proposed restrictions
would compliment those already in place.

16. If approved, the restrictions will be implemented in conjunction with the opening of
the A5-M1 and Woodside link roads. It is possible that introduction of the
restrictions will be phased with the critical zones taking priority.

Appendices:

Appendix A – Zone 1 Public Notice
Appendix B – Zone 1 Drawing
Appendix C – Zone 2 Public Notice
Appendix D – Zone 2 Drawing
Appendix E – Zone 3 Public Notice
Appendix F – Zone 3 Drawing
Appendix G – Options for Poynters Road
Appendix H – Highways England objection
Appendix I – Luton Borough Council objection
Appendix J – A4146 Billington area representations
Appendix K – Other objections and representations
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Appendix B – Zone 1 Drawing
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Appendix D – Zone 2 Drawing



Appendix E – Zone 3 Public Notice





Appendix F – Zone 3 Drawing



Appendix G – Options for Poynters Road

Luton Borough Council has objected to the proposal to introduce a 7.5 tonnes HGV
weight restriction on Poynters Road, Dunstable on several grounds, including concerns
that it will result in more HGV traffic using Luton’s roads. Luton Borough Council has put
forward an alternative proposal that would remove their objection.

OPTION 1 – Published 7.5 tonnes HGV Weight Restriction

This is the proposal that has already been published.

All of Poynters Road would be covered by a 7.5 tonnes weight restriction, but oversize
vehicles would be permitted to enter the zone for loading/ unloading purposes. The
restricted zone also covers residential roads in the Katherine Drive area.

Advance signing would be needed in Luton to forewarn HGV drivers of the restriction at
Poynters Road. This would reduce the likelihood of drivers trying to turn around at
Poynters Road/ Leagrave High Street or ignoring the weight restriction. This sign would
probably need to be located near to the Leagrave High Street/ Lewsey Road junction,
thereby encouraging additional HGVs to use Lewsey Road, which is unacceptable to
Luton Borough Council.

OPTION 2 - Alternative 7.5 tonnes HGV Weight Restriction

This is Luton Borough Council’s alternative suggestion.

Poynters Road from Porz Avenue to Leagrave High Street would be covered by a 7.5
tonnes weight restriction with an exemption for loading/ unloading purposes. The
restricted zone would also cover residential roads in the Katherine Drive area.

In addition a 7.5 tonnes HGV point ban would be introduced to prohibit HGVs turning
into Poynters Road from A505 Luton Road. This would contain no exemptions. HGVs
would be able to turn left from Leagrave High Street into Poynters Road, thereby
spreading the HGV traffic across Lewsey Road and the southern part of Poynters Road.

No advance signing would be needed in Luton as HGVs would be able to proceed south
on Poynters Road, effectively providing an escape route.







Appendix H – Highways England objection

Our ref:
Your ref:
Sent via email

Central Bedfordshire Council
Priory House,
Monks Walk,
Chicksands,
Shefford,
Bedfordshire,
SG17 5TQ

For the attention of Paul Salmon/ Gary Baldwin

19 August 2016

Dear Mr Salmon

PROPOSED AREA WIDE WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS - VARIOUS ROADS IN CENTRAL
BEDFORDSHIRE

Highways England wishes to object to the proposals to introduce Area Wide Weight Restrictions
in Central Bedfordshire as per the consultation information provided. The grounds for this
objection are that the proposed orders do not allow an exemption for the routes to be used as
strategic diversion routes for closures (emergency or planned maintenance) on the strategic
road network (SRN).

With the opening of the new A5 – M1 link road (spring 2017) there will be changes to the SRN
and relevant strategic diversion routes. It is my understanding that Highways England has
agreed these diversion routes with CBC. However, cross referencing the routes against the
Area Wide Weight Restrictions, I can confirm that Diversion routes A, B, C, D and E1 would be
adversely affected by the proposed weight restrictions (see details in table below).

Route
Ref

Drawing Number
(Sheet)

Diversion
required for
closure
between

Diversion Route Weight
restriction
zone

A 47068494-URS-06-DR-
GD-05.104-4F (Sheet
1)

A5-A5120 e/b High St North – A505 –
Woodside Link

2

B 47068494-URS-06-DR-
GD-05.105-4F (Sheet
2)

A5-A5120 w/b Reverse of route above 2

C 47068494-URS-06-DR-
GD-00.071-4F (Sheet
3)

A5120-J11a
e/b

High St North – A505 –
Woodside Link

2

D 47068494-URS-06-DR-
GD-00.072-4F (Sheet
4)

A5120-J11a
w/b

Reverse of route above 2



E1 47068494-URS-06-DR-
GD-00.074-4F (Sheet
6)

M1 n/b J9-11 A5 from J9 – High St
South – A505 – Woodside
Link

2 and 3

F2 47068494-URS-06-DR-
GD-00.080-4F (Sheet
12)

M1 s/b J12-
11a

A5120 from J12 to A5-M1
Link e/b

1

Highways England recommends that a sub-clause is included within all the proposed orders (as
per the zone 1 proposals; 4(k) shown below) and therefore the agreed diversion routes may be
operational as required.

4 (k) for the purposes of using symbol signed diversion routes approved by the highway
authority and having been brought into operation by the police or approved highway
authority personnel.

Yours sincerely

Steven Thulborn,
Asset Manager & Regional Enforcement Co-ordinator (East of England)
Highways England | Woodlands | Manton Lane | Bedford | MK41 7LW
Web: http://www.highways.gov.uk
Tel: 0300 470 5082
Email: steven.thulborn@highwaysengland.co.uk



Appendix I – Luton Borough Council objection





Appendix J – A4146 Billington area representations

10th August 2016

Central Bedfordshire Highways
(Unable to find postal address)

Dear Sir or Madam

In principle we are pleased to see that Central Bedfordshire Highways have a clear and

proactive plan to protect rural villages and communities from the excesses of unwarranted

HGV traffic. We welcome the weight restriction areas in particular Zone 3 and the Herts

restriction at Water End. We are also very pleased with the proposal that the A4146 is to be

re-classified back to a B road. We believe these measures will stem the flow of unwarranted

HGVs at Water End. However, we have concerns about HGVs using the routes that do not

have planned weight restrictions. In fact, we believe your planned restrictions will leave just

a few viable routes and this may lead to an increase in HGVs using these roads.

Specifically, our concerns are that HGVs will use the A4146 from Leighton Buzzard and turn

off to B488/B489. Therefore, we urge Central Bedfordshire Council to include a similar

weight restriction in the very rural and narrow village road of Great Billington on the

A4146. If you are unable to do this while the current ‘A’ road classification exists we would

like to see an advance order that would come into effect when it is downgraded to a ‘B’

road

Restrictions are planned for similar routes in Central Beds at Whipsnade and Kensworth. We

would urge similar restrictions to the north end of the A4146 at Billington to ensure the

program of restrictions is fully successful and does not simply funnel more HGVs along this

inappropriate rural road.

Yours faithfully

Alan J R Williams

Chairman

Edlesborough Parish Council



I wish to air my views in the proposals made by the council with regards to weight
restrictions on the A4146 Leighton Buzzard Road. I have lived in the village of Northall
for the past 5 years and have notice a great increase in the amount of large vehicles
roaring along this road since I bought my small cottage. I no longer walk to my allotment
(less than half a mile away) as the pavements are very unsafe to use when they pass
you by almost hitting you if you don't press yourself against the hedgerow or fence line,
so feel safer taking my car this short distance.

I feel very nervous walking to my car when I come out of my front door as my cottage is
only a car length from the road and very dangerous the minute you step outside with the
speed and size of the vehicles using the road as a cut through. Although we have a 30
mph speed limit it is very rare to actually have a car go past which doesn't break the
limit.

My worse bug bare is my tiny cottage which is over 100years old physically shakes with
the vibration caused from the HGVs. When I have a guest staying they are quite
frightened when the ornaments etc on the shelves rattle and shake when the cottage
shudders and I fear for what it is doing to the structure of the cottage. This is very
disturbing for any sleep as its not unusual to have Lorries flying past early hours of the
morning which shakes my bed waking me several times making a good nights sleep
virtually impossible. This then continues throughout the daytime.

I have considered moving but I love my neighbours, the community spirit and
friendliness is currently the only reason I remain in this village as I adore my little
cottage. I long for the road to be closed for some reason even for a short period of time
when repairs have been made to get a peaceful nights sleep, or not have to keep my
windows closed on a summers day (or night)so not to choke on diesel fumes or to be
able to have a conversation in my lounge without shouting above the noise of the traffic
to my friends when they visit.

I have recently purchased triple glazed Windows to try to sound proof the front rooms
but it has made little difference with the volume of traffic.

I really hope you will consider these points when your decisions are made as this is my
life and quite honestly sometimes it's quite unbearable to live with resulting in staying at
my mothers house in Chesham a half hour journey away to gain a couple of nights rest
from it all.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.

Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

Please also remember there are no footpaths on the section of road through Northall, so
we have to push our prams up the main road.



That with the increased potential noise we feel could have a huge negative impact on
our village.

Pitstone Parish Council notes the current Central Beds consultation on the introduction
of weight limits in Beds.

If these plans go ahead it appears that the B488 will be the only North -South route
between Milton Keynes and Hemel Hempstead, apart from the M1, without a weight
limit. It is impossible that will not have the effect of increasing the volume of HGV traffic
using the B488 .
Whilst we applaud Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire for considering forward thinking
actions to improve life for residents in towns and villages currently experiencing high
volumes of HGV through-traffic, these actions are not mirrored in Bucks and we urge
you to work with Buckinghamshire County Council to ensure that the Beds proposals
don't simply move the problem onto tight village roads through the Ivinghoe
conservation area and through Pitstone where the volume of HGVs on the B488 and
B489 is already excessive given the conditions in the villages.
We have therefore copied this response to Mr Dave Roberts, the Network Congestion
Manager at Bucks County Council, and urge the two councils to work in co-operation
and identify a joint plan for the appropriate management of traffic.

I am writing on behalf of Billington Parish Council.

In principal, we welcome the initiative as Billington is beseiged by large lorries using the
A4146. Our main concern is the effectiveness of a notice at the Billington end – will it
stop heavy goods vehicles using the road? We believe a choke point should be made
at the Billington end of the A4146 as this would stop/prevent vehicles being able to
access the road at all.

We hope that you will consider this suggestion.

Julie Todd
Clerk
Billington PC





The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

I am a resident of Northall and am dismayed to find that weight limits have been put on
most routes nearby except for the M1 obviously, and the A4146 through our villages!

Our lives are already blighted by the number of lorries that thunder through our villages,
and without a weight limit being at Billington on the A4146 the situation can only get
worse.

Please reconsider as our village roads with the houses so close to the road were not
designed to cope with a large number of HGV's.

The weight restrictions in conjunction with the weight limit on the A5 will leave the
A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to the M1 available to HGVs.

I stongly feel this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV traffic through the
villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.

Without a weight limit in Northall on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
(which is a concern for our Grade II listed property built c1560) and fear of using our
footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get worse.

We cannot have all this heavy traffic pushed onto the road that leads through our
villages - it’ll be unbearable, unsafe and further fragment the local community.

Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the A4146.

I am a resident of Northall and it has been brought to my attention that the blanket area
wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the weight limit on the A5
will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to the M1 available to
HGVs.

HGVs travelling through Northall on the A4146 already cause unbearable noise and
vibration and residents are fearful of using the footpaths. Without a weight limit this will
only get worse as there will be a huge increase of unsuitable HGV traffic through the
villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Notwithstanding the noise and vibration, It is dangerous to negotiate the A4146 at the
current levels, be it as a car driver or a walker, and this danger can only increase as the
HGV traffic increases.



Please, therefore, reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the A4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

I live in Northall and wish to lodge my concerns as follows:

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to
the M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse.

My house, just within Eaton Bray Road, shakes now when those huge lorries go by and
the movement felt within the building will be much, much worse if the A4146 becomes
the main route for the HGVs en route to the M1. Plus, I am a runner and feel that I take
my life in my hands when starting out and ending my runs as I have to negotiate the
A4146 to return home.

Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the A4146 to complete the
job of protecting our villages.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

I have today learned of the plan to apply blanket area wide weight restrictions across
the western side of Central Bedfordshire in particularly across zone 3 which, in
conjunction with the weight limit on the A5 will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only
alternative routes to the M1 for HGVs - especially at times (frequent) when the M1 is
congested.

I believe these changes will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV traffic through
the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.



Without a weight limit on the A4146 through Billington , the already unbearable noise,
vibration and danger of using the footpaths through these villages - owing due to the
numbers of very large HGVs will only get worse.

Please reconsider the plan as a matter of urgency and add the A4146 through
Billington to the list of road on which weight limits will apply and thus complete the job
of protecting these five rural communities.

I live right on the main A4146 road and my bedroom window is road facing - so many
lorries already come through and the noise and speed is horrendous. We should be
stopping lorries coming through here altogether not making it the only route lorries can
go!

Not only is most of the village on the A4146 but the primary school is as well, meaning
young children are walking down the road daily - I’m already surprised a lorry hasn’t
taken dragged someone under its big wheels!

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

Please see my views below regarding the weight restrictions.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to
the M1 available to HGVs.

I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV traffic through the villages
of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe. Without a weight limit in
Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration and fear of using our
footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get worse.

Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the A4146 to complete the
job of protecting our villages.

I would like to explain why I feel you need to re consider the weight limit at Billington.

I have lived in Dagnall my whole life I have never seen the traffic so bad as it is now let
alone if you block all alternative route to the M1 which are available for the HGV lorries!
I do understand they have to go somewhere but the noise and vibrations through the
village is unbearable as it is. I get woken up every morning at 5am as that is when he
lorries start they shake the windows in my 70th century property that just can not cope
with the stress of the lorries!



We can't use our footpaths walking to the school as there have been plenty of
occasions when the lorries have bumped up the kerbs because they are trying to pass
each other, my friends child almost got squashed on the footpath by the school when a
lorry driver lost control of his lorry this was reported to the police but not much could be
done! The local Playgroup can't walk the children anywhere because of the lorries now
let alone when there is more of them!

The roads just aren't big enough for theses lorries I feel it's your duty to protect our
small villages they are beautiful and protected under Green Belt and Area of natural
beauty for a reason I think they need to be kept that way!!

I hope you reconsider your plans for the sake of the children of these villages.

Thank you for taking the time to read my view.

Dear all, I live within earshot of the noise and vibration and I,travel along this small road
to leighton Buzzard which with Heavy goods vehicles is very uncomfortable and very
large HGVs travel up and down ...This is a small road in width with lots of traffic
restrictions via speed limits ...It is very frightening trying to,drive through these small
villages with lorries in front and behind ...I implore you to include this road to not carry
HGVs as it is not a route designed to do,this ...We have school children and parents
walking their children to,school and older children waiting at Bus stops ...this is not the
place for these HGVs and will be DETRIMENTAL in every way to our already noisy
environment and will prove major hazard in trying to,cross roads and travel,along them
We were told that HGVs would be restricted on our small road to Leighton Buzzard but
now We are told that we will be used as a major access to,the newly extended M1
....you can not let this happen ...It is absolutely not the right decision for a road that joins
so,many small villages and for us living in a peaceful Edlesborough once we get away
from that .hideous road with all its very large and inappropriate Heavy Lorries ...
Please re assess this inept decision ....it will harm our environment in so many ways

I have seen your Transport Strategy Area Wide Weight Limits document.

With regard to Zone 3, please could you include a weight limit in Billington on the
A4146. A large number of very heavy lorries already drive along the A4146 through
Dagnall, Edlesborough, Northall and Billinton, which is very narrow in places, causing
difficulties in addition to a lot of noise.

Without a weight restriction on the A4146 the worry is that this will only get worse, and it
would be totally inappropriate.

The area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3, in conjunction with the weight limit
on the A5, will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to the M1
available for HGVs. This is going to result in a large increase of HGV traffic through the
villages of Billington, Dagnall, Northall, Edlesborough and Ivinghoe to the detriment of
residents in these villages. In particular I fear for the safety of residents, especially the
young and the elderly.



Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths or cycling due to the large numbers of large HGVs will
get considerably worse. I request you to reconsider and to add in the weight restriction
at Billington on the A4146 in order to protect our villages.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to
the M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.

Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the A4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

I'm very disappointed to learn of the C. Beds blanket area wide weight restrictions. Zone
3 in conjunction with the weight limit on the A5 will leave the A4146 and B488 as the
only alternative routes to the M1 available to HGVs.

Inevitably this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV traffic through the villages
of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse.

Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to complete the
job of protecting our villages. It is already terrifying walking some of our narrow
pavements and I can't help but feel a more joined up approach, working with Bucks and
Herts would have been more appropriate. It is unfair to expect to just shift your problem
out of county and on to us.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

There are several places where the results will be felt the worst, in my view the most
dangerous is the incline from the direction of Northall as HGVs approach Edlesborough
Church, as the road narrows considerably here, and even the footpath through there is
not wide enough to push a buggy or wheelchair through.



The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

As a resident of Edlesborough living directly on the A4146, I have noticed a substantial
increase over the last 5 years in large scale HGV traffic using the road.

Due to my proximity to the road, damage has already been caused to my property with
visible cracks appearing due to vibrations caused by the increasing volume and
individual weight of commercial vehicles taking this route as a ‘cut through’ to avoid
using the M1 when travelling south. In addition, I have personally very narrowly avoided
injury when trying to use footpaths adjacent to the road, due to the increasing size of the
vehicles not being suitable for this ageing road. In particular one incident, a very close
encounter of being nearly hit, when two HGV’s attempted to squeeze past each other at
speed causing one to clip the kerb and mount it temporarily. On this occasion, I was
lucky enough to anticipate the incident and take refuge in a hedgerow, next time I may
not be so fortunate as I have seen this happen more than once.

I think the new Link road to the M1 from the A5 is a brilliant inclusion to our
infrastructure, and will benefit the wider community greatly. I also think the current
provisions made in avoiding damage and danger to surrounding communities has been
for the most part well thought out with one notable exception.

By not extending the weight restrictions to the A4146 at Billington, you are effectively
creating a corridor through a number of villages (Billington, Northall, Edlesborough,
Dagnall) which will only increase the current problem and encourage larger vehicles to
use this route. I truly trust that you are able to recognise the future problems this
omission to the traffic plan will create to hundreds of properties and thousands of people
in the long term.

I sincerely hope that it will not take legal claims against the council for damaged
property, or worse, incidents of serious personal injury or death to prompt a change to
the current position.

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the A4146 and B488 as the only alternative routes to
the M1 available to HGVs.

I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV traffic through the villages
of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe. Without a weight limit in
Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration and fear of using our
footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get worse. Please reconsider
and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to complete the job of protecting
our villages.



Near St. Mary's in Edlesborough I have seen on numerous occations HGV's mounting
the kerb just to pass one another. Please let common sense prevail!

The blanket area wide weight restrictions particularly zone 3 in conjunction with the
weight limit on the A5 will leave the a4146 and b488 as the only alternative routes to the
M1 available to HGVs. I believe this will result in a huge increase of unsuitable HGV
traffic through the villages of Billington, Northall, Edlesborough, Dagnall and Ivinghoe.
Without a weight limit in Billington on the A4146, the already unbearable noise, vibration
and fear of using our footpaths due to the numbers of very large HGVs will only get
worse. Please reconsider and add in the weight limit at Billington on the a4146 to
complete the job of protecting our villages.

I wish to protest at the blanket application of weight limits in the zone 3 proposals as
they are being undertaken without consideration of the knock on effect on the citizens of
Buckinghamshire, particularly those in my County Division living along the B488, which
looks as if, apart from the M1, will be the only unlimited north south route in the area.

Although I am aware that there has been a tri county approach to the downgrading of
the A4146 through Herts, Bucks and Beds with a weight limit at Water End, Hemel
Hempstead, to capitalise on the opportunity to divert traffic via the new Dunstable
Northern bypass, which I endorse, the subsequent proposal to limit HGV traffic on every
byway in Beds, while laudable, is premature and should wait until the three counties can
move forward together more strategically, and include the B488, and provide a fully
evidenced HGV preferred route network.

I have read with interest the area wide weight restriction plan presented for consultation.
In particular Cen Beds CC's plan to introduce weight restrictions on all roads leading to
or from the A4146.

However there seems to be an omission from the plan and there is no weight restriction
at the northern end of the A4146 at Billington.

Whilst I welcome the news that there is a weight restriction planned at Water End,
without the same at the other end of the road all the villages through Bucks will still be
plagued by southbound HGVs. Central Beds appear to be simply shifting their problems
into a neighbouring county. This contravenes the criteria for introducing weight
restrictions.

There has been no explanation as to why there is no restriction planned for Billington,
just a hope that signage will deter HGV drivers from travelling south. It will not and the
regular firms and drivers that use this "rat run" will simply continue as before.

Therefore I should like to lodge my objection to the plan as it stands - this plan must
include a weight restriction on the A4146 at Billington.





Appendix K – Other representations





I would like to object to the above. The air quality on the A505 Luton Road currently
fails to meeting the EU minimum air quality standard and CBC have an obligation to
manage and work at reducing this issue. I fail to understand how you have been
allowed to reducing the movement of heavy goods vehicle to this road, what work has
been undertaken to find out the impact this proposal is likely to have on the air quality?
This shows little consideration to this issues and the residents who live on this road. I

cannot find any reference to Allenby Avenue, Dale Road, Kingsbury Avenue, Liscombe
Road, Jeansway etc why has this whole area of East Dunstable been overlooked and
not considered in this order? If these roads are not included in the order the rat run
used around this area when the motorway is closed is now going to included a high
number of HGV vehicles putting residents and school children at risk.

My view is very simple with the use of sat navs, drivers from different countries and the
cost of transport on today's roads we are going to be very restricted on how this will be
policed or enforced. Even waste lorries go through area they are not supposed to as
time is precious. Drivers will do what they want as they are not recorded.

There must be a national scheme and I would like a view from the road haulage
association on how they manage in areas where their de tours are extremely long
winded to get to places.

In theory good idea but in practice not sure this will work even if signage is up.

Cllr Angela Barker

Can the old A421 Bedford Road, from Brogborough through to old A421 Woburn Road,
Marston Moretaine; passing through the northern part of Lidlington Parish be included in
Zone 1 of Proposed Weight Restrictions.

We have many HGV's, especially from the Ridgemont warehouses using this road as a
short-cut, in preference to using the new A421, thus avoiding the M1 Jctn 13/A421
Junction; joining the new A421 at Marston Moretaine, Beancroft Road roundabout and

The old A421 has seen many accidents, including some fatalities, including at the
Sheep Tick End junction, so anything that can be done to reduce the risks needs to be
put in place as the earliest opportunity.

Reducing the passage of HGV's along this route will be advantageous to those
residents living in Brogborough Village; Lidlington Parish residents on Bedford Road
and Marston Moretaine residents. It will also reduce village pollution, both physical and
noise, with HGV's currently passing close to and directly through residential village
areas, when there is a perfectly viable alternative provided via the new A421 - it just
takes a little longer!

I am instructed by the Parish Council to express their concern and disappointment that
Heath and Reach is not included in these proposed area weight restrictions. Heath and
Reach is already used as a short cut to the by pass at Stoke Hammond and into
Leighton Buzzard as well as being surrounded by quarries which brings a large volume
of HGVs through the village, creating a noise , dust, road debris nuisance which have
a detrimental impact on safety in the village.



The Parish Council is furthermore concerned that the proposed buildings works to take
place in expanding Leighton Buzzard will only exacerbate to this problem.

We would urge these restrictions be revised to include Heath and Reach.

Thank you for the below correspondence re proposed area weight restrictions.
Stanbridge parish council met last night and wish to comment that when erecting
signage etc for the below proposals, can CBC also consider the current HGV weight
restriction roads in Stanbridge as these are currently poorly signed and not adhered to.
The parish council suggest new signage installed at the junctions and further checks to
ensure these are adhered to please.

Just to add some detail.

We do have some signage but the positions of these signs are such that they are seen
too late, especially turning off the A505 into Station Rd , and the blue weight restriction
sign below the sign for Tilsworth and Stanbridge on the Billington Road prior to
Leighton Road looks as if its applicable to the Transport yard rather than the two
villages.

They are currently being ignored and we do have issues with many HGV's coming
through the village and at times this does cause as issue as the roads and parking
make it a very unsuitable route for larger vehicles.

Add to this the issues we have with vibration due to some pot poles and the raised
tables its causing a great deal of concern and upset for those that live by these humps.
Some are elderly and have lived here for years and are being upset , frightened
(especially by the noise) and vibration this is causing to their homes. Some of the louder
bangs as vehicles go over the humps at speed make them feel as if intruders are trying
to get in.

Interestingly Vibration in the houses is often noted in rooms further away from the
humps. As is the case in my bungalow. So all talk of them being far enough away form
the houses doesnt seem to count.

The bus at 5.25 am is a particular culprit and we have written many times to the bus
companies. They seem to think they are not speeding.

I hope this gives you a bit more insight so that other villagers don’t suffer the same fate
we do and any assistance in moving signs and making the HGV restriction more
noticeable in our village would be greatly appreciated.


